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a

Pythagoras'
Theorem

International GC SE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SIIEET _ HIGHER TIER

Volume of cone : \ nr2h Volume of sphere = ! rr3

Curved surface area ofcone= ttrl Surface area ofsphere: 4nr2c
b

I
ha

a2 + b2: c2

adj : hyp x cos 0
opp = hyp x sin 6

opp opp: adjxtan0 In any triangle ABC
C

adj or sino = 
oPP

hvp b a

.o.o = udj
hvp

A
c

a b L

tanO : oPP
adj

Sine rule sinl sin B sin C

Cosine rule: a2= b2+ c2-2bc cos A

Area of trian gle = i ab sin C

Volume of prism: area of cross section x length

Area of a trapezium : l(a + b)h

Circumference of circl e : 2nr

Area of circle: ttr2

Volume of cylinder : nr2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2 + bx * c: 0,
where a+0, are given by

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2rrh -br b2 - 4acx:

2a

/

0

2
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AnswerALL TWENTY FOUR questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 In a school, there is a total of 640 children.
The ratio of the number of girls to the number of boys is 7 : 9

How many boys are there in this school?

6,rts Bo\s S,^l^^

1 , 1 l('

J- , 6.t0
l6

3 6d

3_6 0
(Total for Question I is 2 marks)

2 (a) Use your calculator to work out the value of

t252 + t73
9.3 - 6.8

Give your answer as a decimal.

ls(zs + 61.!
ls (1*.a I f_61 .r: "-

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 3 significant figures

i."t..t

(Total for Question 2 is 3 marks)
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a

3 The table shows information about the numbers of goals scored by some football teams
last week.

Number of goals Number of teams

0 5

I 8

2 2

J J

4 2

x F

0
I
(-l

1
x

Work out the total number of goals scored by these football teams last week.

Total : 0*3+ q+1+g

21
:=- (Total for Question 3 is 2 marks)

a @) Factorise 6w + 15

3(z*9 3(e**
(b) Expand and simpliflz (x + 4)(x + 7)

X"*ll*ex-rzE
Xz+ ttrr?t AL+ lt r +2t

i?.!

(c) Solve 3(x - 5) : Jv'r 12
Show clear algebraic working.

3r-1tr ='?x*tL
31.- -l ,lt = tL+tr

*Ltl = Zl J:

X: - 6-'ll-
(Total for Question 4 is 6 marks)

4
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a

5 On the grid, draw the graph of y : 3x + 2 for values of x from -2 to 4

x -L -t 0 | L 3?
I -Y -f I 5 I u rt

v

x

(Total for Question 5 is 4 marks)
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6 A is the point with coordinates (4, 1)
.B is the point with coordinates (1, 9)

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of AB.
\
( >(, +lr-

d,4
IL I bt *\"

?-

(
ti +l l+1

),L z

Qu,> (

(Total for Question 6 is 2 marks)

7 v
ll
l0

9

8

7

:l
4

3

2

I

o 12345678 x

Describe fully the single transformation that maps shape A onto shape B.

Translalio-', bl usgt* [?)
St;Ce r* ur.rtr rilut 4

(Total for Question 7 is 2 marks)

t-

(t

\

5
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a

8 Lisa sees a dress in a sale.
The normal price of the dress is $45 ^ _. ,
The price of the dress is reduced by l2%in the sale. 

- 
S 37. = 0 ' gA

(a) Work out the price of the dress in the sale.

S elli"j I ri ce ? Y l-.,t O' St

31.6
--=4

Lisa's weekly pay increases from $525 to $546

(b) Calculate her percentage pay increase.

I)er(cnt"Se SzS-Sq5-
^ \0 0ln c rgaSe sz5

= jl xtoo= t
szs ==-

o,//o

(Total for Question 8 is 6 marks)

9 Show that 1! - 4? = 21236

l{- I Y
.a q FL3

3rr$ - 2--rt j
6

ks-ea 1 7'r,
-='--

6 g
(Total for Question 9 is 3 marks)
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a

ll cm

10 The diagram shows a solid cylinder.

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

30 cm

The cylinder has a height of 30 cm and a radius l1 cm

(a) Work out the total surface area of the cylinder.
Give your answer correct to 2 significant figures.

To tql S t^. fo .u a7 r? q : Crrru s Sr-v

Srtrh
f".* av?a + e ctrc

i-'t+ Gll\Y -

Jr.Crl\x3o + lxir.xllz
= [6a t. "]+J 

it
? loPTu a 3 3?.'r ?80 0 "*'! 414.2:

(b) The height of the cylinder is 30 cm, correct to the nearest centimetre

(i) Write down the lower bound of the height of the cylinder.

&q 3o 3rLr tI 1.r 3 0,5-
(ii) Write down the upper bound of the height of the cylinder.

}1-r cm

30. s'

(Total for Question 10 is 6 marks)

cm
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11 North

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

80 km

North

e

A 35 km

Town ,B is 35 km east and 80 km north of town -4.

Work out the bearing ofl from .8. 
- 

t € + f t O

Give your answer correct to the nearest degree.

t o,, .d 80 A $"o'^ B
3s

0 = to.- I 80 (fs.6z1 '-')*t8o
3J-

= 2ov
4 6(r.3'lo6--. -'::=

e 1o- d
= 93.62r

(Total for Question 11 is 4 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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a

L2 Here are the marks scored in a test by the girls in class 8COr Q,281012151616
(a) Work out the irynit. .*g" of the girls'marks.

^ElqR = Qs-Qp

Qr
t7 18 t9 20

l?- l0

The boys in class 8C did the same test.
The boys'marks had a range of 19 and an interquartile range of 1l marks.

Gareth says that the girls' marks are more spread out than the boys' marks.

(b) Is Gareth right?

Tick (/) the appropriate box.

Yes No

Give a reason for your answer.

I
t /-x

1+ ',

(Total for Question 12 is 3 marks)

13 Given thal A:23 x 3 and -B : 22 x 32

find the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of A and B.

L. c. t1 !t, 3'
=, 1z

-IZ
(Total for Question 13 is 2 marks)
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a

14 The size of each interior angle of a regular polygon with n sides is 140o

Work out the size of each interior angle of a regular polygon with 2n sides

P o t1 t o ,, t^ritr^ n- Si d es

lnteyiov a-t\e: fq0
a Exbt,rio' atrf lt =

tt0
aa

? t,o =+0n
n a

*

Po t1 ,r*rrkr^ 2n- SiJes l3 Si Je)
0n

Erteriov a.v*1le: 3 60 ZoIr

l^ [c'vior o.n$r I 60'

(Total for Question 14 is 5 marks)

15 Simplifi, 2x;,)-

&
r+

X
3r'r,.

)
Y

)
l6x !t

r(' x 6 ,f
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7

16 The table shows information about the lengths of time that 120 people spent in a
supermarket.

Time (l minutes) Frequency

0</< 10 8

l0 < r < 20 17

20<r<30 25

30</<40 40

40</<50 22

50</<60 8

(a) Complete the cumulative frequency table.

Time (/ minutes) Cumulative frequency

0</< l0 6d
0</<20 &s
0<r(30 s0
0</<40 10
0</<50 ,IL
0<r(60 tz0
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a

(b) On the grid, draw a cumulative frequency graph for your table.

120

100

80

Cumulative
frequency

60

40

20

o
'o 0, 40

Time (r minutes)

50 6010 20

t2i

(c) Use your graph to find an estimate for the median length of time spent in the
supermarket by these people.

0., I x rzo
--r L

6Otu Valt^r

3

I

minutes

(Total for Questio n 16 is 5 marks)
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a

-

t I
L--,t _____l_

t7 tt
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

cm

JCm
ycm

The diagram shows a cuboid of volume V cm3
The length of the cuboid isy cm
The width and height of the cuboid are both x cm

The total length of all the edges of the cuboid is 112 cm 
-

(a) Show that V:28f -2x3

$r+ql = llz

Z

,/

=

)

ltz - 7x
---<

YfJSes: 8x*trl = llz

Volhru: ) 1cc r rc rt'l
X'(rt - zr)
& 8 xL- ax 3

t-\ :

(b) Pind *dx

1 S6x- 6xt dV 1,

dr

(c) Find the maximum value of Z
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

Sb x- 6xL:0 V =
)c: x f ?x'- }X3

l8 (1. ,i ) a (1.i)3
x CrG - 6x) >a v

fro ct 56 - 6x z6 8t3
l--7.391--. : ai

for 17 is 8 marks

-
14
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a

I

18.6 cm18 Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

The diagram shows a hemisphere with a diameter of 18.6 cm.

Work out the volume of the hemisphere.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

V ! Tcrs l(,t.r. (y3 *-I
t+t ^itr. 1.3" + Z t680 1cm'

(Total for Question 18 is 3 marks)

19

C Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

B

D Cf T PD A? x PB
APB and CPD are chords of a circle.

AP: 6 cm, PB: 6.5 cm, CP:8 cm, PD:.tr cm

Work out the value of x.

8.rc = 6x 6'f
Dc -- 6x 6'r

.#
E

: t.81f x v.31r
(Total for Question 19 is 2 marks)

8cm

6.5 cmP6cm
JCm
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a

20 ,R is inversely proportional to the square of c.
When c = 4, R: 30

(a) Find a formula for R in terms of c.

R"rJ-cz

R h
gt-

3o ? k

fc

+2
3oxt ( rg

C
= tt80

(b) Calculate the positive value of c when R: 1920

R

R + 80 =) ct= * {o =) c: tto
cz R R

C= tto F;,tlzO ": 0 :J-
I,; I

(Total for Question 20 is 5 marks)

= 0'r
4:

Do NOT write in this space.
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a

21 The functions g and h are defined as

e(x) : x
2x-5

h(x):x+4
(a) Find the value of g(l)

0(t) I? F
J (r) -t-

(b) State which value of x must be excluded from any domain of g

lx-s * o
x+ z-s

/ *215
(c) Find gh(x)

Simplif, your answer.

b ('r v) X+9
J (x**) -.f

= ?( +t x+v
&x *: eh(x) )x -r3

(d) Express the inverse function gl in the form gl(x) :...

) x
h (zx -t) = 5xLx-r

x s
-'-4d)l -s

)
s1
Lx-l

Sx--g-'(x): &X -l9'J-\ -- S-X i..; i

(Total for Question 21 is 7 marks)
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1 2 2

22 Here are 7 cards.
Each card has a number on it.

Harry takes at random two cards.

(a) Calculate the probability that the numbers on the two cards are the same.

P(f a'r.{ e) os ?(3 a'*J 3)

( Y., ^
t
6 )

+ (?, x 7t\
I * b ?t,t+7 ttz

(b) Calculate the probability that the sum of the numbers on the two cards is 5

P(+, r)

P(t,.+) = l^l '/*, lv
9z

I ( z, j) Tt ^7r= '/* z

P I g, ,) ? 7r-? =
,h,

Ys

{$?

(Total for Question 22 is 6 marks)

J aJ aJ 4
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a

23 Here is triangle LMN, where angle LMN is an obtuse angle.

M 8.5 cm t/
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

13.8 cm

Si" L $tr. Yl
L 8.{ 13. 8

5i^L ? 8's ^ Stnt11ML:13.8 cm
Lt[N:8.5 cm
Angle MNL: 47"

Work out the area of triangle LMN.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

13.3

0-.tr0q1.-.

L-- 2$JJo

y1 tBo- (re'11+Yr)
I d 6. z 3'

A= l' t'tr ^ 13' t ,\ Srr. \06.?-3"

t (. tstz -- --

5(.:
cm2

(Total for Question 23 is 6 marks)

5('g
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a

24 Solve the simultaneous equations

!:2x - 3
x2 + Y:41

Show clear algebraic working.

xt-t (2, - ?)- = +l

x} t (..t),t-l2r+1) = *I

.fxz-l?-x r 3?- :O

(r^+t)[x-v)=o
X > l'6 Q( 'f

at f

(- I ' (l - 6- Ll oR

(Total for Question 24 is 6 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 1OO MARKS
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